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We study a single machine scheduling problem with availability constraints and sequence-
dependent setup costs, with the aim of minimizing the makespan. To the authors’ knowl-
edge, this problem has not been treated as such in the operations research literature. We
derive in this paper a mixed integer programming model to deal with such scheduling
problem. Computational tests showed that commercial solvers are capable of solving only
small instances of the problem. Therefore, we propose two ways for reducing the execution
time, namely a valid inequality that strengthen the linear relaxation and an efﬁcient heu-
ristic procedure that provides a starting feasible solution to the solver. A substantial gain is
achieved both in terms of the linear programming relaxation bound and in terms of the
time to obtain an integer optimum when we use the enhanced model in conjunction with
providing to the solver the solution obtained by the proposed heuristic.
 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
One of the most common assumptions in the scheduling literature is that the machines or processors are always available
for their use, when actually they may be stopped by several reasons, like failures and maintenances.
The maintenance is considered the action that ensures that an installation, system of equipments, ﬂeet of vehicles, or
another physical assets continue evolving according to their functions; the preventive maintenance is a set of tasks planned
and carried out to prevent potential faults of these functions and constitutes one of the determinist causes of non-availability
of the machines [1].
Taking into account that machines are an essential part in the production process and maintenance costs represent a
great percentage of the total operation budget [2], it is convenient to have coordination between maintenance planning
and production scheduling.
The problem of including preventive maintenance into the production planning process has attracted the researcher’s
attention recently although it continues being a relatively unexplored subject. This problem is known in the related litera-
ture as machine scheduling problem with availability constraints.
With the exception of the work of Handlarsky [3], that evaluates two policies of maintenance in scheduling problems, it
is not until the decade of the 90 when some results are published, which try to incorporate maintenance activities in the. All rights reserved.
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based on the classic Shortest Processing Time algorithm (SPT). Qi et al. [5] studied the problem of simultaneously scheduling
jobs and maintenance tasks on a single machine. They considered the minimization of the sum of completion times and
proved that the problem is NP-hard in the strong sense. They proposed three heuristic algorithms and a branch-and-bound
(B&B) algorithm to solve the problem. Lee and Lin [6] considered a problem with determinist processing times and interrup-
tions that happen in an stochastic way according to a given probability law. In addition, they considered that the speed of the
machine changes after a maintenance activity.
Liao and Chen [7] studied the problem when several maintenance activities are needed to process all the jobs and main-
tenance is required after a ﬁxed time interval. Ji et al. [8] considered also several maintenance periods. They wanted to ﬁnd a
schedule that minimizes the makespan, subject to periodic maintenance and non-resumable jobs. Chen [9] dealt with the
problem of scheduling non-resumable jobs on a single machine with ﬂexible and multiple maintenance activities. He pro-
vided two mixed binary integer programming models for deriving the optimal solution and a heuristic for ﬁnding the
near-optimal solution for large-sized problems. Low et al. [10] assumed that the jobs are under simple linear deterioration
and the maintenance activity restores the machine. The authors demonstrated that the problem is NP-hard and developed a
heuristic algorithm based on the concepts of the bin packing problem.
All the previously mentioned works assumed either that there is not setup times or they are independent of job sequence.
However, this situation may not always be true in real industry settings. In some contexts, the setup time for a job may de-
pend of the job that is processed immediately before, for example in the textile industry, manufacturing printed circuit
boards and chemical industry [11,12].
There are several published works that report studies on scheduling problems with setup times or costs that depend on
the sequence, but they do not consider maintenance activities.
Allahverdi et al. [13] conducted a comprehensive survey paper on scheduling problems with setup times or costs. They
explained the increasing interest in scheduling problems involving setup costs from the fact that tremendous savings were
obtained when setup costs were explicitly incorporated in scheduling decisions in various real world industrial/service envi-
ronments. More recent works incorporate additional features since there are many possibilities in real-life problem settings.
For example, in [14–16] authors study situations where the job processing times and setup times varies as time passes; Eren
[17,18] addresses ﬂowshop scheduling problems with sequence-dependent setup times including not only a learning effect,
but studying them from a bi-objective perspective.
A ﬁrst trial to incorporate sequence-dependent setup costs in machine scheduling problems with availability constraints
is the recent work of Chen [19], who studies a scheduling problem for a single machine with sequence-dependent setup
times and periodic maintenance. He assumes that a job can be interrupted due to maintenance and that the split job will
be resumed without setup if it is already installed. Moreover, there is no setup time for doing a maintenance activity. These
assumptions simplify the problem, in the sense that the inclusion of maintenance activities does not inﬂuence the order in
which the jobs are processed.
In this paper, we studied a single machine scheduling problem with sequence-dependent setup cost and availability con-
straints. In addition, no pre-emption is allowed and the maintenance activity is considered as a job with setup cost that de-
pends on the previous job processed. To the authors’ knowledge, this problem has not been treated as such in the operations
research literature.
We developed a mixed integer programming model to deal with such scheduling problem. In addition, in order to accel-
erate the solution process and reduce the execution time of the commercial solver, a valid inequality was designed and
added to the model and an efﬁcient heuristic procedure is proposed to ﬁnd an initial solution.2. Problem description and mathematical model
Let T be the length of time between completion of two consecutive maintenance actions and block the set of jobs pro-
cessed between two consecutive maintenance activities. Considering that, in general, T is not enough to process all the jobs
and more than one block of jobs should be programmed, the problem consists in determining the assignment of jobs for each
block and the order in which they should be processed to minimize the total time required to process all jobs.
The following assumptions and notations are used through this paper:
 There are n jobs to schedule in a single machine. All the jobs are available at time zero.
 Each job j has associated a processing time pj.
 For each job j there is a preparation time Sij that depends on the job i processed just before job j.
 There is a time interval T between the completion times of two consecutive maintenance activities.
 The jobs can not be interrupted.
 The maintenance activity will be considered as a job with index 0, it consumes a ﬁxed amount of time p0, and requires a
preparation time Si0 that depends on the last job i processed.
 Every time a maintenance activity is completed, there is a preparation time S0j for each job j.
 Objective: To assign jobs to blocks between maintenance activities in such a way that the last job ﬁnishes as soon as pos-
sible, that is, to minimize the makespan (Cmax).
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noted by ‘‘M’’ and the blank slots mean idle times.
The addressed problem has some similarities with the Asymmetric Distance Constrained Vehicle Routing Problem
(ADVRP) [20]. Note that each block can be seen as a route with a distance constraint. However, in the context of Vehicle Rout-
ing Problems (VRP), our objective function would correspond to minimize the number of routes and the length of the short-
est route, which is not a usual objective in routing problems.
Likewise, it may be seen as an Identical Parallel Machine Scheduling Problem with sequence-dependent setup costs [21].
In this case, the machines have an additional time window constraint and two objectives: (1) to minimize the number of
machines used and (2) one of the machines ﬁnishes as soon as possible.
For deriving our model, let us introduce the following notation. Let G = (V,A) be an oriented graph, with V = {0,1, . . . ,n}
being the set of nodes and A the set of arcs. Node 0 is associated to the maintenance activity and the subset
I = {1,2, . . . ,n} to the jobs. Each arc(i, j) has associated a weight cijP 0, deﬁned as the sum of the time required to prepare
the machine and to process the job j immediately after job i, that is, cij = Sij + pj. In general, cij– cji. Using arc(i, j) in a solution
means that job j will be processed right after job i.
The problem consists of determining the minimum number of simple circuits so that one of them lasts as little as possible
(without considering the arc joining the last job with the vertex 0) and such that:
(a) Each circuit contains vertex 0.
(b) The length of each circuit is not greater than T.
(c) Each vertex must belong exactly to a circuit.
First, we will focus in the objective function. The makespan can be calculated as T times the number of blocks excluding
the last one plus the makespan of the last block counted from the completion of the last maintenance activity.
Deﬁning a variable s as the number of blocks excluding the last one, and binary variables xij which take value equal to 1 if
the arc(i, j) is used in the last block, and 0 otherwise, the makespan can be expressed as:z ¼ Tsþ
Xn
i¼0
Xn
j¼1
j–i
cijxij:The decision variables xij are associated with the arcs in the last block; for other blocks we need to deﬁne the following
variables:yij ¼
1; if arc ði; jÞ is used in any block excluding the last one;
0; otherwise:
Now, we are able to establish constraints that guarantee that right after a maintenance activity just one job should be
processed and right before a maintenance activity just one job should be processedXn
j¼1
x0j ¼ 1; ð1Þ
Xn
i¼1
xi0 ¼ 1; ð2ÞFig. 1. Graphical representation of a solution.
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j¼1
y0j ¼ s; ð3Þ
Xn
i¼1
yi0 ¼ s: ð4ÞThe following assignment variables are needed to ensure that each vertex belongs exactly to a circuit, that is, just a single
arc arrives and leaves each node (constraints (5)–(8)).v i ¼
1; if job i is processed in the last block;
0; otherwise;

Xn
j¼0
j–i
xij ¼ v i ði ¼ 1;2; . . .nÞ; ð5Þ
Xn
i¼0
i–j
xij ¼ v j ðj ¼ 1;2; . . .nÞ; ð6Þ
Xn
j¼0
j–i
yij ¼ 1 v i ði ¼ 1;2; . . .nÞ; ð7Þ
Xn
i¼0
i–j
yij ¼ 1 v j ðj ¼ 1;2; . . .nÞ: ð8ÞConstraints (5) impose that for each job belonging to the last block, there is exactly one arc to other job (including the
maintenance activity) in this block, while (6) impose the same for entering arcs. Constraints (7) and (8) are equivalents to
(5) and (6) for nodes belonging to blocks that are not the last one.
Note that constraints (1)–(8) can be interpreted as the VRP classical in-degree and out-degree constraints for all the
nodes, including the central depot (maintenance activity).
In order to guarantee that each circuit contains vertex 0 and the length of each circuit is not greater than T, we introduce
variables ui. They can be interpreted as the completion time of job i after the last maintenance activity performed before job i.ui  uj þ ðT þ cijÞxij 6 T ði ¼ 1;2; . . .n; j ¼ 1;2; . . .n; j– iÞ;
c0ix0i 6 ui 6 T  ci0xi0 ði ¼ 1;2; . . .nÞ;
ð9Þ
ui  uj þ ðT þ cijÞyij 6 T ði ¼ 1;2; . . .n; j ¼ 1;2; . . .n; j – iÞ;
c0iy0i 6 ui 6 T  ci0yi0 ði ¼ 1;2; . . .nÞ:
ð10ÞConstraints (9) and (10) have the same spirit that those obtained from the classical sub-tour elimination constraints for
the Travelling Salesman Problem [22]. In addition, they guarantee that the time T between two maintenance activities is not
exceeded.
Moreover, these constraints in conjunction with constraints (1)–(4), guarantee that each block starts and ﬁnishes with a
maintenance activity.
Summarizing, the model is:min z ¼ Tsþ
Xn
i¼0
Xn
j¼1
j–i
cijxij
Subject to
Xn
j¼1
x0j ¼ 1; ð1Þ
Xn
i¼1
xi0 ¼ 1; ð2Þ
Xn
j¼1
y0j ¼ s; ð3Þ
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i¼1
yi0 ¼ s; ð4Þ
Xn
j¼0
j–i
xij ¼ v i ði ¼ 1;2; . . .nÞ; ð5Þ
Xn
i¼0
i–j
xij ¼ v j ðj ¼ 1;2; . . .nÞ; ð6Þ
Xn
j¼0
j–i
yij ¼ 1 v i ði ¼ 1;2; . . .nÞ; ð7Þ
Xn
i¼0
i–j
yij ¼ 1 v j ðj ¼ 1;2; . . .nÞ; ð8Þ
ui  uj þ ðT þ cijÞxij 6 T ði ¼ 1;2; . . .n; j ¼ 1;2; . . .n; j – iÞ; ð9Þ
c0ix0i 6 ui 6 T  ci0xi0 ði ¼ 1;2; . . .nÞ;
ui  uj þ ðT þ cijÞyij 6 T ði ¼ 1;2; . . .n; j ¼ 1;2; . . .n; j– iÞ; ð10Þ
c0iy0i 6 ui 6 T  ci0yi0 ði ¼ 1;2; . . .nÞ;
xij 2 f0;1g; yij 2 f0;1g ði ¼ 0;1; . . .n; j ¼ 0;1; . . .n; j–iÞ;
v i P 0; ui P 0 ði ¼ 1;2; . . .nÞ; sP 0; ð11ÞNote that despite variables vi were deﬁned as binary and s as integer, in the model we did not explicitly establish these
restrictions because constraints (3) and (4) force s to be integer, while (5)–(8) force vi to take value 0 or 1.
3. Deriving a valid inequality
When we tried to solve this model using the Branch and Bound algorithm (B&B), we observed that the lower bound
yielded by the linear relaxation was very weak. In order to improve it, we propose to add a valid inequality to the model.
This inequality is obtained from the analysis of the structure of the solutions to the linear relaxation and the mixed integer
model.
First, note that the linear relaxation of the previous model is obtained by replacing the integrality constraints xij 2 {0,1}
and yij 2 {0,1} by the following constraints 0 6 xij 6 1 and 0 6 yij 6 1 respectively.
Solving the linear relaxations for different data instances, we observed that:
1. For k ¼ argminj2Ifcojg : x0k ¼ xk0 ¼ vk ¼ 1 while the remaining variables of the same type take value equal to zero, that is,
xij = 0, "i, j 2 V  {k}, j– i, vi = 0, "i 2 I  {k}. This implies that yik = yki = 0, "i 2 I  {k}.
2. The variables y0i = yi0 = 0, "i 2 I, which implies that s = 0. With these values for these variables, the objective function
would be equal to c0k, constraints (1)–(6) are met and restrictions (7)–(10) are transformed into the following:X
8j2Ifkg
j–i
yij ¼ 1 ði 2 I  fkgÞ; ð70Þ
X
8i2Ifkg
i–j
yij ¼ 1 ðj 2 I  fkgÞ; ð80Þ
c0k 6 uk 6 T  ck0; ð90Þ
ui  uj þ ðT þ cijÞyij 6 T ði; j 2 I  fkg; j – iÞ;
0 6 ui 6 T ði 2 I  fkgÞ:
ð100 Þ3. The values for the remaining variables in the optimal solution of the linear relaxation are obtained from constraints 70–100
for 0 6 yij 6 1, "i, j 2 I  {k}, j– i.
Taking into account what was observed, the following valid inequality was added to the model:sT P
X
i2V
X
j2V
j–i
cijyij: ð12Þ
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other hand, it forces s to take a positive value if any of the variables yij is positive.
Adding (12) to the model, the lower bound provided by the linear relaxation was considerably improved. As it will be
showed in the computational experiments, this allowed accelerating the solution process based on B&B.
4. Finding a feasible initial solution
Other issue observed when using exact methods for solving difﬁcult mixed integer models is that commercial solvers
spend long time in ﬁnding even a feasible solution. In these situations it is a good idea to have at hand a feasible solution
(upper bound) from which the solver can start. Heuristic methods are commonly designed for this purpose, because they
provide solutions of high quality in reasonably short times.
In the heuristic procedure designed in this work, a solution is constructed trying to obtain as few blocks as possible, and
then it is intended to reduce Cmax in the constructed solution.
Speciﬁcally, the constructive procedure consists in adding elements (jobs) to a partial solution until a feasible solution to
the problem is obtained. The blocks will be constructed one at a time, that is, while there is enough time available (before the
next maintenance activity), jobs will be included in the block under construction. When it is not possible to add any new job,
the block is closed and a new one is opened. This process will continue while un-assigned jobs still remain.
Generally, in constructive procedures, a function is deﬁned to evaluate the contribution to the partial solution of each
element that has not been yet included. In our case, the contribution of a job is measured as the available time until the next
maintenance activity, if that job were included in the block. We will use two types of functions to measure this contribution.
1. f(i) = T  c(0, i)  c(i,0), "i 2 Sa,
2. g(i) = r + max16l6k+1{c(SPl1,SPl)  c(SPl1, i)  c(i,SPl)}, "i 2 Sa,
where, Sa: set of un-assigned jobs, c(i, j) = cij, SP: the partial sequence in the block under construction, r: time left in the block,
SPl: job in position l in sequence SP, k: Number of jobs in SP, SP0 = SPk+1 = 0.
The function f is used to insert the ﬁrst job in the block, while g is used to select the remaining jobs in the block. Note
that, function g calculates, for each job i, the best position to insert it in the partial sequence of the block under
construction.
As we wish to construct a solution with as few blocks as possible, we will try to assign to the block under construction as
many jobs as possible. To accomplish this, we will proceed in the following way: First, instead of selecting in a greedy way
the job that will be inserted (that is, the job with the highest contribution), we will select it from a set that includes the jobs
with highest contributions. The cardinality of this set is an adjustable parameter. Second, when it is not possible to insert
more jobs in the block under construction, we apply a local search procedure, based on interchanges of two jobs. The aim
is to reduce the time consumed for the jobs assigned to the block and hopefully insert more jobs in the block.
The algorithm to construct an initial feasible solution can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: Open new block, SP(0) = 0.
Step 2: "i 2 Sa evaluate f(i) = T  c(0, i)  c(i,0).
Step 3: Randomly select a job k1, corresponding to one of them greater values of f(i) and do SP(1) = k1, Sa Sa  {k1}, k 1,
r f(k1).
Step 4: Apply Insert-Jobs procedure
Step 5: While the block duration is improved, apply the Local-Search procedure.
Step 6: If the Local-Search procedure reduced the time consumed by the jobs assigned to the block, apply Insert-jobs
procedure.
Step 7: Add the block to the partial solution. If Sa– ;, go to Step 1. Otherwise, STOP since a feasible solution has been
obtained.
The Insert-Jobs and Local-Search procedures are described below.
Insert-jobs procedure:
 While (rP 0andSa– ;) do
 "i 2 Sa evaluate g(i) = r + max16l6k+1{c(SPl1,SPl)  c(SPl1, i)  c(i,SPl)} and save the insertion point l0(i).
 Make up a set L of m jobs with the greater positive values of g(i).
 If (L– ;) do
– Randomly select a job k1 from the set L and
– From position l0(k1) to position k move each job a position backwards in SP and do SP(l0(k1)) = k1,
Sa Sa  {k1}, k k + 1, r g(k1) Else r 1
End (While)
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BestDelta 0
For i = 1 to n  1 do
For j = i + 1 to n do
Compute Delta as the variation in the block duration when jobs i and j are interchanged.
If (Delta < BestDelta) do
BestDelta Delta
Save i and j
End (If)
End (For j)
If (BestDelta < 0) do
Interchange jobs i and j
Update the block duration.
BestDelta 0
End (If)
End (For i)
To improve Cmax in the solution obtained by the described algorithm, a procedure similar to Local-Searchwill be applied to
the last block, but in this case Delta will be the variation in Cmax when jobs i and j are interchanged.
The algorithm is executed a ﬁxed number of times and the best overall solution is kept as the result. This solution will be
provided to the solver as an starting feasible solution.5. Computational experiment
To conduct the computational experiments, two different sizes of instances were generated: 10 jobs and 12 jobs. The val-
ues cij were generated using uniform distribution in three different intervals. For each combination size-interval, 5 instances
were generated. Instances from Prx01 to Prx05 were generated with cij uniformly distributed in the interval (2,8); instances
from Prx06 to Prx10 in the interval (4,12) and instances from Prx11 to Prx15 in the interval (5,20), where x is 1 if n = 10 and 2
if n = 12.
For determining the time T between two maintenance activities, we applied a procedure similar to the one proposed by Li
et al. [23] to establish distance constraints for the Vehicle Routing Problem. We modiﬁed it accordingly, to take into account
that our problem is asymmetric: We calculated the value dm as dm = maxi{(c0i + ci0)/2}. To ensure feasibility we generated
the maintenance constraints as a function of dm(TP 2dm).
To have instances with different levels of tightness regarding to time between maintenance, T took the values: 2.25dm,
2.5dm, 3dm, 4dm. As a result, we obtained four instances from each original instance. A total of 90 instances were tested,
which are available upon request.
Several tests were conducted to evaluate:
– The inﬂuence of the valid inequality (12) in the lower bounds yielded by the linear relaxation.
– The inﬂuence of the valid inequality (12) on the computational times elapsed to obtain optimal integer solutions.
– The inﬂuence of the initial solution provided to the solver on the computational times elapsed to obtain optimal integer
solutions.
All experiments were conducted on a Pentium 4 PC with a 3.00 GHz and 1 GB RAM processor, under Windows 2000. The
code was compiled using Visual C++6.0. Optimal solutions were found using CPLEX optimizer (ILOG CPLEX 11.1).
Table 1 shows, for all generated instances, the optimal values and the percentage gaps of the linear relaxation in relation
to the optimal value, with and without the inclusion of the valid inequality (V.I.). That is,Gap ¼ ðOptimal ValueÞ  ðLinear Relaxation ValueÞ
Optimal Value
 100%:As can be observed, the percentage gaps of the linear relaxation in relation to the optimal value decreased considerably
when the valid inequality is included.
In order to show the results more clearly, we have computed, for each instance, the percentage gap improvement as
follow:Gap Improvement ¼ ðGap without V:I:Þ  ðGap with V:I:Þ
Gap without V:I:
 100%:In Table 2 these results are summarized for each T value.
Table 1
Percentage gaps of the linear relaxation in relation to the optimal value.
2.5dm 3dm 4dm
Opt. values Gap (%) Opt. values Gap (%) Opt. values Gap (%)
Without V.I. With V.I. Without V.I. With V.I. Without V.I. With V.I.
Pr101 27 92.59 11.11 26 92.31 7.69 24 91.67 0
Pr102 32 93.75 21.88 28 92.86 10.71 28 92.86 10.71
Pr103 27.5 92.73 23.64 27 92.59 22.22 23 91.3 8.7
Pr104 27 92.59 11.11 27 92.59 11.11 24 91.67 0
Pr105 28.5 92.98 15.79 28 92.86 14.29 26 92.31 7.69
Pr106 27.5 92.73 12.73 29 93.1 17.24 25 92 4
Pr107 72 93.06 31.9 58 91.38 15.52 57 91.23 14.04
Pr108 65 93.85 23.08 56 92.86 10.71 54 92.59 7.41
Pr109 65 93.85 32.31 54 92.59 18.52 52 92.31 15.38
Pr110 62 93.55 27.42 53 92.45 15.09 52 92.31 13.46
Pr111 77.5 92.26 43.17 73 91.78 39.71 64 90.63 0
Pr112 83.5 91.62 18.15 84 91.67 18.7 83 91.57 17.8
Pr113 72.5 91.72 14.08 75 92 17.07 67 91.04 7.31
Pr114 76.5 93.46 24.89 76 93.42 24.66 60 91.67 4.76
Pr115 88 94.32 26.1 75 93.33 13.33 77 93.51 15.58
Pr201 44.25 95.48 38.98 36 94.44 25 30 93.33 10
Pr202 31.5 93.65 14.29 30 93.33 10 30 93.33 10
Pr203 40 95 22.5 33 93.94 6.06 33 93.94 6.06
Pr204 42 95.24 30.95 35 94.29 17.14 35 94.29 17.14
Pr205 32 93.75 9.38 32 93.75 9.38 34 94.12 14.71
Pr206 73 94.52 19.18 64 93.75 7.81 65 93.85 9.23
Pr207 65 92.31 18.46 61 91.8 13.11 61 91.8 13.11
Pr208 71.5 93.01 18.88 73 93.15 20.55 64 92.19 9.38
Pr209 69.5 94.24 21.9 73 94.52 25.7 62 93.55 12.61
Pr210 69 94.2 22.74 70 94.29 23.91 62 93.55 14.23
Pr211 97 94.85 22.68 87 94.25 13.79 86 94.19 12.79
Pr212 96 94.79 28.98 81 93.83 15.91 81 93.83 15.96
Pr213 101.5 95.07 32.02 83.5 94.01 17.37 84 94.05 17.86
Pr214 104 94.23 30.56 88 93.18 18.03 85 92.94 15.23
Pr215 87 91.95 15.71 86 91.86 14.79 87 91.95 15.84
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ment. This can be explained from the fact that in these cases a fewer amount of blocks are needed to process all jobs.
Tables 3 and 4 present the inﬂuence of the valid inequality on the computational time elapsed for obtaining an optimal
integer solution. Table 3 shows the times elapsed for obtaining an optimal integer solution with and without the valid
inequality (V.I.) for all instances, while Table 4 summarizes the achieved improvements averaging for each T value. Only
results for the 10-job instances are provided. Results for the 12-job instances are not showed because when the valid
inequality is not added, the solver was not able to ﬁnd, in most instances, the optimal solution after 4 h (14400 s.).
The CPU time improvement was computed as is indicated below:CPU Time Improvement ¼ ðCPU Time without V:I:Þ  ðCPU Time with V:I:Þ
CPU Time without V:I:
 100%:It can be observed that the inclusion of the valid inequality has a great effect on the computational time needed for
obtaining an optimal integer solution.
Tables 5 and 6 show how the computational time is decreased when a starting feasible solution (I.S.) is provided to the
solver. In these experiments the inequality (12) has been included. Results for 10-job instances are not provided because
times elapsed when the valid inequality is included are very small for these instances. Therefore, variations are not very well
observed.Table 2
Percentage gap improvements averaged for each T value.
2.5dm 3dm 4dm
Gap improvement (%)
Average 75.66 82.26 88.48
Standard deviation 8.80 7.41 5.67
Minimum 53.21 56.73 80.56
Maximum 89.99 93.55 100.00
Table 3
CPU time elapsed for obtaining optimal integer solution.
Dataset CPU time (s)
2.5dm 3dm 4dm
Without V.I. With V.I. Without V.I. With V.I. Without V.I. With V.I.
Pr101 1461.7 2.41 626.42 3.33 1336.92 0.02
Pr102 407.079 26.83 724.265 4.63 1876.375 4.44
Pr103 823.438 9.70 1133.937 3.84 1365.313 0.20
Pr104 961.141 3.56 1172.109 4.13 3186.734 0.03
Pr105 925.593 6.06 1838.219 2.26 940.656 0.66
Pr106 1954.032 4.28 1154.718 2.81 4338.5 0.02
Pr107 789.125 245.78 1256.906 6.59 4281.094 11.42
Pr108 885.297 182.83 1910.797 48.91 4067.672 2.89
Pr109 638.359 80.23 1577.531 4.67 946.891 3.17
Pr110 471.437 73.97 895.094 11.72 3264.453 4.58
Pr111 1085.469 17.55 1524.141 3.09 1303.265 0.02
Pr112 911.062 12.14 2107.453 14.38 1157.437 21.33
Pr113 714.421 1.97 1695.875 2.97 1205.844 0.33
Pr114 697.734 3.98 1202.797 2.94 1098.735 0.05
Pr115 395.875 20.30 681.719 1.45 2276.703 2.11
Table 4
CPU time improvements averaged for each T value with valid inequality.
2.5dm 3dm 4dm
CPU time improvement (%)
Average 93.46 99.44 99.79
Standard deviation 9.39 0.63 0.47
Minimum 68.85 97.44 98.16
Maximum 99.83 99.88 99.99
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Inﬂuenc
Data
Pr20
Pr20
Pr20
Pr20
Pr20
Pr20
Pr20
Pr20
Pr20
Pr21
Pr21
Pr21
Pr21
Pr21
Pr21CPU Time Improvement ¼ ðCPU Time without I:S:Þ  ðCPU Time with I:S:Þ
CPU Time without I:S:
 100%:As expected, providing an initial solution to the solver helps to decrease the computational time required to reach the
optimal solution, as several nodes may be pruned by bounds.
A substantial gain is achieved both in terms of the linear programming relaxation bound and in terms of the time needed
to obtain the integer optimumwhen we use model (1)–(12) in conjunction with providing to the solver the solution obtained
by the proposed heuristic. Note that the worst computational time was about 2841 s in the set of most difﬁcult tested in-
stances (due to T is very small), that otherwise could not be solved to optimality within 14,400 s.e on the CPU time of providing an initial solution.
set CPU time (s)
2.5dm 3dm 4dm
Without I.S. With I.S. Without I.S. With I.S. Without I.S. With I.S.
1 4739.36 2841.34 418.84 244.95 4.84 0.05
2 48.86 29.76 10.30 3.09 13.86 0.23
3 131.11 94.09 2.30 0.47 3.59 0.3
4 534.20 278.58 43.05 27.55 21.88 14.56
5 6.64 2.95 8.33 7.76 34.30 25.42
6 725.70 309.38 21.5 4.06 11.56 8.76
7 881.30 113.97 24.60 18.72 72.33 23.8
8 979.78 471.09 2723.81 2029.34 25.20 18.73
9 365.56 171.23 3263.26 1410.11 9.72 5.0
0 786.28 233.52 1111.42 621.11 27.38 23.34
1 87.14 55.13 6.30 2.86 8.97 2.58
2 2163.78 1253.08 31.17 33.36 43.38 28.02
3 802.41 630.59 22.36 20.55 51.52 22.56
4 858.19 558.42 32.25 26.88 22.94 13.92
5 25.23 13.11 15.17 12.25 21.00 12.55
Table 6
CPU time improvements averaged for each T value with initial solution.
2.5dm 3dm 4dm
CPU time improvement (%)
Average 47.58 39.27 51.40
Standard deviation 16.43 24.59 28.03
Minimum 21.41 6.84 14.76
Maximum 87.07 81.12 98.97
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In this paper we have discussed a single-machine scheduling problem with machine maintenance. In many production
systems, sequence-dependent setup times cannot be ignored, so they have been taken into consideration in this work. No
previous work has examined this problem as studied here.
First, we developed a mixed integer linear model for minimizing the completion time. Preliminary experiments indicated
that its linear programming relaxation is weak, preventing the success of standard commercial solvers when used in med-
ium-size instances.
In order to reduce computational times, we derived a valid inequality to strengthen the model and proposed a heuristic to
provide an initial solution to the solver. Both were tested on randomly generated data. The results showed that the linear
programming relaxation bound of the proposed model was greatly enhanced by the inclusion of the derived inequality, lead-
ing to signiﬁcant reduction in the gaps. Consequently, a substantial gain was achieved in terms of the time to obtain the inte-
ger optimum.
On the other hand, the starting solution obtained from the proposed heuristic had a notable impact on computational
times. The use of both, the starting solution and the valid inequality, decreased notably the computing time. This enabled
solving optimally instances that otherwise could not be solved within reasonable times. This is especially relevant when
time between maintenances is small with respect to the number of jobs.
In the near future, in order to solve large instances, we will design a solution method based on metaheuristics. The tools
that have been developed in this work will be helpful in evaluating the performance of such method.
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